INTRODUCTION
One key function of the RecBCD enzyme is to salvage broken replication forks via homologous, or template-directed, recombinational DNA repair. This crucial repair process allows the completion of DNA replication and bacterial cell division. A second function stems from its seemingly contradictory capacity to degrade linear duplex DNA. This activity is responsible for the degradation of unwanted linear pieces of chromosomal DNA that otherwise could block proper replication restart and lead to spurious replication or misplaced recombination. The enzyme will be introduced and discussed mainly in these contexts, a perspective that reflects the growing recognition that recombination and degradation are integral parts of accurate chromosome duplication and maintenance and are required for a cell's viability (for reviews, see references 76, 147, 148, 159, and 165) . The participation of RecBCD in various aspects of Escherichia coli DNA metabolism relates to its ability to process duplex DNA ends. This characteristic has played an important role in the discovery and biochemical analysis of the RecBCD enzyme.
The RecBCD enzyme has been reviewed previously (6, 24, 98, 159, 161, 212, 262, 269, 285) . This review will differ in its focus on biochemical mechanisms. In particular, we will discuss three important new developments in our understanding of the RecBCD mechanism: firstly, the identification of RecBCD as a bipolar DNA helicase that employs a unique mechanism for tracking along a DNA duplex; secondly, the use of new biophysical methods, including single-molecule and rapid-reaction techniques, to study the DNA translocation activity; and finally, the determination of a crystal structure of RecBCD bound to a DNA break. Earlier biochemical results will be discussed in the context of these new data. We will see that RecBCD is a prototypical example of a molecular machine, which nature has constructed by combining several autonomous protein domains. The temporal and spatial coupling of functional domains in the RecBCD complex produces a regulated helicase-nuclease activity that is capable of more than the sum of its parts. Finally, we discuss the distinctive AddAB-like helicase-nuclease enzymes that are found mainly in the grampositive bacteria. Although relatively little is currently known about these proteins, they may offer new insight into how the DNA break-processing reaction is coupled to defects in DNA replication and the interplay between homologous recombination and alternative mechanisms for the repair of doublestranded DNA (dsDNA) breaks (DSBs).
CELLULAR EVENTS INVOLVING DUPLEX DNA ENDS

Production of DNA Ends
The physiological substrate for the RecBCD enzyme is a free blunt or nearly blunt duplex DNA end (292) . These occur as intermediates in a variety of DNA transactions but are also formed as a result of damage. Indeed, DSBs are a potentially lethal form of damage and, accordingly, mechanisms have evolved for their repair. DSBs are caused, either directly or indirectly, by a wide variety of endogenous and exogenous agents, including ionizing radiation, UV light, oxygen radicals, and DNA-damaging agents (e.g., alkylating agents). Inappropriate chromosomal DNA cleavage may also occur via the activity of host restriction-modification systems, particularly if the restriction alleviation mechanisms that act as the first line of defense for the host DNA are inactivated (194) . Importantly, in normally growing cells in the absence of any exogenous source of DNA damage, DSBs are formed in almost every cell cycle as a consequence of replication through imperfect DNA templates. The variety of potential lesions is huge, but some that result in broken dsDNA that could serve as substrates for RecBCD-dependent recombinational repair are shown in Fig. 1 . For example, ionizing radiation can directly produce breaks through dsDNA (Fig. 1A) . Alternatively, the dsDNA break can form indirectly due to replication on a nicked DNA template (Fig. 1B) . The progression of the replisome through the nick will disrupt the continuity of the replication fork, leaving behind one intact chromosome and one broken daughter chromosome with a single DNA end; this has been referred to as "replication fork collapse" (119, 164, 165, 260) . In addition, defective replisome components, DNA damage, or physical blocks (e.g., bound proteins) in the template strand may halt the replication fork (for reviews, details, and opinions, see references 127, 202, 205, and 206) . In vitro studies have established that, in some cases, the replication machinery can itself reinitiate de novo leading-and lagging-strand synthesis downstream of the lesion (126) but that, in others, it may dissociate. Such stalled forks may undergo either spontaneous reversal (205, 249) (the supercoiling-promoted reversal of the fork to anneal the nascent DNA strands [225] ) or active (e.g., RecG-catalyzed) regression (200, 201) to form a four-way junction resembling a Holliday junction (74, 166, 208, 251) . The fork reversal itself does not correct the lesion, but it potentially provides additional time for the template damage to be repaired. The fate of this Holliday junction depends on the nature of the replication stall and on the many competing cellular processes; the ultimate pathway, or combination of pathways, utilized in vivo remains unclear in most cases. In some cases (i.e., when the replication machinery is compromised), the replication fork can be reestablished by the RecBCD-dependent nucleolytic degradation of the newly formed DNA end in a process termed "replication fork resetting" (205, 249) . In other cases (e.g., in some fraction of UVinduced DNA damage), the Holliday junction is proposed to migrate back to reconstitute a replication fork (127, (200) (201) (202) . When not degraded by RecBCD, due to either mutation (249) or UV irradiation (201) , the Holliday junction can be cleaved by RuvABC, resulting in the production of a double-stranded DNA break. Last but not least, another major class of DNA FIG. 1. Direct and indirect sources of DSBs. (A) A DSB can be formed directly by, for example, ionizing radiation. This results in the production of two free DNA ends. (B) If a replication fork encounters a nick in the template strand, an arm will detach to generate a single DSB. This is commonly referred to as replication fork collapse. (C) Following replication fork stalling due to replisome defects, or because there is damage or a block in the template strands, several fates are possible (see references 127, 202, and 205) . Replication may restart de novo downstream of the damage without repair. Alternatively, the replication fork may undergo reversal to form a Holliday junction. In this case, the free end of the Holliday junction can be degraded by RecBCD to reform a fork and allow replisome reassembly. Replication can also continue after DNA repair by resorbing the Holliday junction to reform a fork. Otherwise, the Holliday junction may be cleaved to produce a single-ended DSB as in B. All of these DSBs are substrates for RecBCD-dependent recombinational repair.
VOL. 72, 2008 RecBCD ENZYME 643 lesions is single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) gaps that result from incomplete replication (e.g., DNA replication stalled by UV damage), or other DNA repair processes, and that do not produce a DSB. These ssDNA gaps are repaired (postreplication gap repair) by enzymes of the RecF pathway, which promote recombination with the daughter strand (69, 71-73, 110, 130, 131, 138, 144, 176, 242-245, 310, 314, 318) . RecBCD is not involved in ssDNA gap repair, and hence the RecF pathway of recombination is not discussed further (see references 168, 205, and 269) . The frequency of interrupted replication is high, occurring in most replication cycles, even under conditions where the cells are not challenged with DNA-damaging agents (164, 168, 195) . The restart of DNA replication is essential for cell viability, and hence DSB repair coupled to replication restart mechanisms should be regarded as an evolutionarily essential chromosome maintenance function (127) . In addition to linear dsDNA being generated by DNA-damaging events, dsDNA ends are also present as transient cellular intermediates in many biological processes. For example, during conjugative recombination, donor DNA enters the cell as a single strand that is converted to linear duplex DNA by replication. This conversion does not necessarily produce the nearly blunt dsDNA ends required by RecBCD, and in vivo, many of E. coli's ssDNA-specific nucleases (particularly the 3Ј-specific nucleases) are used to degrade the extraneous ssDNA tails that limit RecBCD binding (80, 297) . This process of genetic exchange, critical for the long-term evolution of bacteria, uses the same recombination machinery that probably evolved to deal with the acute problem of repairing DNA. Likewise, the free DNA ends that are present in the life cycle of many phages attract the attention of RecBCD. In this case, however, the function of the enzyme is to degrade the phage DNA, serving an antiviral function for the bacterium. Thus, the challenge for the RecBCD enzyme is to distinguish between friend (broken chromosomal DNA) and foe (linear phage DNA). As will be discussed below, the recombination hotspot sequence Chi provides this information. Thus, the cellular functions of the RecBCD enzyme are diverse, but all of these cellular processes are united by the presence of a dsDNA end created as a biological intermediate that is processed by RecBCD enzyme.
Recombinational Repair of Double-Stranded DNA Breaks
Nature has evolved two general strategies for repairing DSBs: homologous recombination and nonhomologous end joining. The nonhomologous end joining process is designed to directly reattach two broken DNA ends, and it involves DNA end-bridging proteins and a specific DNA ligase (79, 253, 317) . Unlike homologous recombination, nonhomologous end joining does not require the presence of a homologous donor molecule and is error prone; there is potential to lose information near the sites of the DNA breaks and, even worse, to rejoin the wrong two DNA ends to produce a DNA translocation. Interestingly, the interplay and relative importance of the homologous recombination and nonhomologous end joining pathways probably reflect the availability of homologous donor DNA for the repair process. For instance, nonhomologous end joining is the dominant mechanism for DSB repair in the G 1 phase of the eukaryotic cell cycle; on the other hand, homologous recombination plays a more prominent role at late S/G 2 phase (141, 219) . The nonhomologous end joining pathway does not appear to exist in E. coli (234) . However, it is present in a range of other bacteria, where it may play an important role during prolonged stationary phase, for example, during sporulation and biofilm formation (317) .
Unlike nonhomologous end joining, homologous recombination is a relatively error-free process, which can repair DNA lesions by using an intact homologous donor molecule (e.g., the sister chromatid) as a template (Fig. 2) . Whereas nonhomologous end joining is limited to the reattachment of any two broken DNA ends, homologous recombination can either rejoin the two opposed ends of a broken DNA molecule ("classical" dsDNA break repair) (281) (Fig. 2A) or restart DNA replication from a detached replication fork (recombinationdependent replication) (148, 159) (Fig. 2B) , a process that involves only a single DNA end (164, 260) . In either case, the central step in the process is a "synapsis" between homologous DNA molecules, resulting in the exchange of DNA strands. DNA strand exchange is catalyzed by the RecA protein, which forms a filament on ssDNA (77, 233, 252) . This nucleoprotein filament is the active species in the homology search and the subsequent invasion of a homologous duplex DNA (see references 32, 109, 159, and 161). Consequently, DNA lesions requiring recombinational repair must first be processed into ssDNA by the action of helicases and nucleases.
In E. coli, the two partially overlapping pathways for recombinational DNA repair are the RecBCD and RecF pathways (68, 130, 167, 168) , which act on DSBs and ssDNA gaps, respectively (see reference 269). The RecBCD enzyme initiates the repair of DSBs by converting a blunt dsDNA end into a duplex DNA molecule possessing a 3Ј-terminated ssDNA tail. In addition, as part of this processing step, the RecBCD enzyme directs the RecA protein onto this ssDNA (17) (Fig. 3 ). An important component in this process is the octameric regulatory sequence called Chi, which was originally identified as a recombination hotspot (128, 172) . Chi (crossover hotspot instigator), or , is the sequence on one strand of DNA, 5Ј-GCTGGTGG-3Ј (33, 271) . The binding of the RecA protein to the Chi-terminated 3Ј ssDNA tail is not a passive process but is facilitated by the action of the RecBCD protein (17, (91) (92) (93) . In the absence of such a loading mechanism, the resulting ssDNA is rapidly and tightly bound by the ssDNA binding (SSB) protein, which binds ssDNA nonspecifically. Once formed, the RecA nucleoprotein filament searches for a homologous donor and catalyzes DNA strand invasion (28, 35, 192) . Following the invasion and exchange of DNA strands, replication can ensue from the 3Ј end of the invading ssDNA (322) , eventually resulting in the loading of the replicative DNA helicase (127) . This process requires many components, including the PriA, PriB, and PriC proteins (127, 195, 247) .
Although RecBCD is responsible for the initiation of DSB repair in wild-type E. coli, the recombinational DSB repair pathways are partially redundant, demonstrating the remarkable plasticity of bacterial DSB repair and the evolutionary drive to repair these breaks. For example, in the absence of RecBCD activity (and with the suppressor mutations sbcB and sbcC or sbcD) (112, 130, 163, 182) or, alternatively, in the absence of exonuclease I (xonA) and exonuclease VII (xseA) functions (306), the RecF pathway can promote recombina-tional DNA repair of DSBs. In this situation, the DSB is resected by the combined activities of the RecQ helicase and RecJ exonuclease (125, 186, 214, 269) , and the overall biochemical process bears mechanistic similarity to eukaryotic DSB repair (see references 269 and 279) . Furthermore, in otherwise wild-type cells, when the RecBCD enzyme has lost the RecA-loading function but not its helicase activity, the proteins of the RecF pathway can provide the essential RecAloading capability, and breaks are repaired by a "hybrid" pathway (6, 136, 137) . In wild-type E. coli cells, however, the RecBCD enzyme is responsible for 95 to 99% of all recombination events occurring at dsDNA breaks (102, 132, 315) but not at ssDNA gaps (see reference 269). Interestingly, the capacity to efficiently repair DSBs plays an important role in the pathogenicity of Salmonella (44, 50) . Systemic infection with Salmonella requires growth inside phagocytic cells, an environment in which extensive DNA damage is caused by reactive oxygen species and nitric oxide; the loss of RecBCD function decreases both viability and virulence for E. coli and Salmonella (50, 265) .
The view of the RecBCD enzyme as an essential housekeeping repair factor that supports DNA replication ties in well with the observation that cells lacking RecBCD function are largely inviable (ϳ70%) (51, 53, 182, 207) . In this context, the cells that do not survive represent mostly those cells in which DSBs were formed from a disrupted replica-FIG. 2. RecBCD-dependent homologous recombination pathways. (A) In recombination-dependent DSB repair, a broken DNA molecule containing two (previously contiguous) DNA ends is rejoined in several steps involving recombination with an intact homologous donor DNA ("ends-in" recombination) (261) . The pathway shown is the classical dsDNA gap repair model invoking the resolution of two Holliday junctions in the recombination intermediates formed following DNA pairing (281) . In the first step, catalyzed by the RecBCD enzyme, the DNA ends are resected to form 3Ј ssDNA overhang structures terminated at the Chi sequences; the DNA upstream of Chi is degraded by RecBCD, whereas the downstream Chi-containing ssDNA is preserved due to the attenuation of RecBCD nuclease activity by Chi (see reference 269). The RecA protein is loaded onto these Chi-containing ssDNA overhangs by RecBCD and promotes the homology search and DNA strand invasion with a donor duplex. The donor DNA acts as a template for DNA synthesis, resulting in the formation of two Holliday junctions. These are resolved to yield intact duplex products. (B) In recombination-dependent replication, a single DNA end is formed upon the collapse of a replication fork. The end is processed by RecBCD as in A to create a single 3Ј ssDNA overhang with Chi at its terminus. RecA catalyzes the reattachment of the broken processed DNA arm to the sister DNA duplex, reforming a fork structure. Replication restart then proceeds in several steps and eventually results in the loading of the replicative helicase in a PriA-dependent process and resumption of replication in an origin-independent manner (127) . (C) Integration of linear dsDNA (e.g., in conjugation and transduction) occurs by an "ends-out" mechanism (261) . Both ends of the linear duplex DNA are resected by RecBCD to form 3Ј ssDNA overhangs that end at Chi sequences as in A. RecA-promoted DNA strand invasion of each processed end into homologous donor DNA primes PriA-dependent DNA replication in a bidirectional manner. The replication of the entire chromosome results in the integration of the linear dsDNA piece at a homologous locus, as shown; alternatively, the resolution of the Holliday junctions can also result in integration (not shown). Note that in all three panels, for clarity, the location of the Chi sequence is shown only during the initial stages of each pathway. tion fork, were not repaired, and, hence, did not complete replication (52) .
Bacterial Conjugation and Transduction
Conjugal recombination is the process by which genes can be transferred from donor bacteria to recipients in a process mediated by fertility factor F (261). This process allows the horizontal transfer of genes and recombination between partially homologous sequences. DNA enters the host cell in a singlestranded form but is converted to linear duplex DNA by replication. Linear duplex DNA acts as a substrate for the RecBCD enzyme to promote "ends-out" recombination with the host genomic DNA (Fig. 2C) . Transductional recombination describes the horizontal transfer of DNA via a phage vector (196) . Some lytic phages frequently misincorporate bacterial genomic DNA into their phage heads during packaging. When these phages subsequently "infect" another host, they inject the packaged bacterial DNA. This transduced DNA is injected as a linear duplex, and it can therefore recombine with the chromosome of the new host via the RecBCD pathway (261) . Because conjugation and transduction are particularly amenable to genetic analysis, they have proven to be important for the dissection of RecBCD enzyme function, and differences in these two processes have also helped to reveal the roles that other nucleases play in the RecBCD pathway of recombination (297) .
Host DNA Degradation
The RecBCD functions described above all involve RecAdependent homologous recombination. However, the simple observation that either ⌬recBCD cells (ϳ30% viability) or ⌬recA ⌬recBCD cells (ϳ20% viability) are significantly less viable than ⌬recA cells (ϳ50%) argues for a role of RecBCD in DNA metabolism that does not involve recombination (51, 53, 207) . This additional drop in viability is related to the loss of the DNA-degradative capacity of RecBCD and reflects an inability either to degrade the detached arms of collapsed replication forks (avoiding the "sigma replication trap") (170) or to reset reversed replication forks by removing the newly formed linear dsDNA from the end of a reversed replication fork ( Fig. 1C) (166, 249) . Current results more strongly support the latter possibility as an important cellular function for the degradative activity of RecBCD (207) .
The cellular degradative capacity of RecBCD is, however, saturable since it is present at only about 10 molecules per cell (82, 285) . Extensive chromosomal breakage induced by DNAdamaging agents, for example, leads to the inhibition of RecBCD in vivo (42, 150, 170, 232, 298) . Further studies with plasmids led to the conclusion that the interaction with Chi sequences produced inactivation and that a RecA mutation affected the phenomenon (169, 170) . Although not fully understood in vivo, the interaction with Chi in vitro causes a disassembly of RecBCD into subunits when it dissociates from the DNA (290) . As a result, these subunits are either unstable in vivo or sequestered by binding to chromosomal DNA (81) , resulting in either a complete loss of RecBCD activity or a partial loss (loss of RecD function) (170) . Regardless of the mechanism, RecBCD has a finite degradative capacity in vivo, a trait that can limit the wanton destruction of DNA in cells.
Foreign DNA Degradation
Bacteria expend a considerable amount of effort in keeping themselves free of invading DNA. The well-known type II restriction-modification systems constitute the primary defensive mechanism against foreign DNA and can, remarkably, account for greater than 4% of the genome for some bacteria (Helicobacter pylori) (179) . The type II restriction enzymes cleave foreign DNA into linear fragments that are substrates for more extensive nucleolytic degradation by the RecBCD enzyme (85, 121, 171, 255) . Moreover, RecBCD can act directly upon the genomes of phages, such as lambda or T4, that contain free DNA ends (27, 30) . Indeed, any phage that exposes free DNA ends as part of its life cycle must find a means to evade destruction by RecBCD. The ensuing evolutionary battle between phage and bacteria has created some interesting "weapons," including phage-encoded inhibitors of RecBCD that block its activity either by binding and protecting (4) The enzyme continues to translocate, but the nuclease polarity is switched; the degradation of the 3Ј ssDNA tail is attenuated, whereas the hydrolysis of the 5Ј ssDNA tail is upregulated. After Chi recognition, RecBCD facilitates the loading of the RecA protein onto the 3Ј ssDNA tail. (5) RecBCD repeatedly deposits RecA protomers, which act as nucleation points for filament growth primarily in the 5Ј33Ј direction. (6) The RecBCD enzyme dissociates from the DNA. The product of the enzyme is a recombinogenic nucleoprotein complex of the RecA protein bound to the 3Ј ssDNA tail with Chi at its terminus. This product is able to invade homologous duplex DNA to promote the recombinational repair of a DSB or to restart DNA replication as appropriate. Note that this cartoon is not to scale; several thousand base pairs of DNA may be processed before and after the Chi sequence, and the RecA filament consists of many more protomers than are shown.
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the ends of the linear phage genomes (18, 254, 316) or by binding directly to RecBCD (209, 210) . The crystal structure of the Gam protein from lambda phage was recently solved and suggests that Gam acts as a competitive inhibitor of DNA binding by mimicking the structure of a duplex DNA end (75) . Thus, RecBCD also contributes to the important cellular function of degrading foreign DNA that has free dsDNA ends (27, 30, 255) .
The DNA Repair versus DNA Degradation Paradox
The juxtaposition of this degradative capacity against its recombinational DNA repair function has been a historical paradox. The key to understanding the enzyme's split personality is the regulatory sequence Chi (see below). Before Chi recognition, the enzyme is a voracious destructive nucleasehelicase, whereas following recognition, it is a repair helicasenuclease that recruits the RecA protein onto nascent Chicontaining ssDNA. In this context, the regulation of RecBCD by the Chi sequence can be viewed as a self-recognition mechanism analogous to, but mechanistically distinct from, the protection of host DNA from type II restriction enzymes afforded by methylation at their target sequences (121) . The Chi sequence is the most overrepresented octamer in the E. coli genome that also displays the property of being asymmetrically oriented with regard to the replication origin (38) . Consequently, DSBs that arise during the replication of the genome are recognized as self-DNA and are directed for repair by the homologous recombination pathway (78, 169) , whereas foreign DNA up to 170 kb in size (e.g., T4 gene 2 Ϫ phage) is degraded and rendered nonfunctional by the RecBCD enzyme.
RecBCD ENZYME
Discovery
Our current understanding of RecBCD and its role in E. coli DNA metabolism results from the confluence of several lines of research. The enzyme itself was discovered as a potent exonuclease activity in E. coli (26, 113, 114, 143, 177, 215, 216, 282, 300, 320, 321) . It is maintained at a low copy number of about 10 RecBCD molecules per cell (82, 285) , because overproduction actually impairs recombinational DNA repair and increases chromosomal degradation (82) .
This uniquely ATP-dependent nuclease activity was named exonuclease V and was subsequently shown to result from coupled helicase and ssDNA-endonuclease activities (99, 142, 143, 181, 193, 241, 283, 284) . The link between RecBCD and recombination was first demonstrated by the absence of exonuclease V activity from the recB and recC strains of E. coli that were isolated from screens for defects in conjugational recombination (26, 321) . Subsequently, it was shown that mutations that inactivate the recB or recC gene lead to defects in conjugational, transductional, and phage recombination; a loss of SOS induction; sensitivity to DNA-damaging agents that cause DSBs; and low cell viability (15, 26, 51-53, 162, 177, 207, 274, 307, 313, 320) . Note that all of these phenotypes result from defects in processes involving free DNA ends, which act as the entry points for the RecBCD enzyme. The importance of the RecD subunit was only fully appreciated when it was identified as being a physical component of the "RecBC" holoenzyme required for the exonuclease activity (7, 37, 105, 178) . This late discovery was, in part, due to the complexity of interpreting the recD phenotype. In contrast to the recB and recC phenotypes, recD cells are fully viable, are resistant to DNA-damaging agents, and display hyperrecombinogenic behavior (7, 37) . However, recombination in recD cells becomes heavily dependent on the activities of other exonucleases, in particular, RecJ and exonuclease VII, both capable of ssDNA degradation in the 5Ј33Ј direction (80, 83, 183, 184, 187) . RecD function also appears to be important when restriction alleviation mechanisms are impaired (194) , for the degradation of restricted phage (255) , and for survival in high-pressure or low-temperature environments (36, 229) . In species that lack RecBCD homologues, the function of an apparently solo RecD-like protein is needed for resistance to oxidants (250, 327) , gamma rays, and UV light (250) or for pilin variation (56) .
Crossover Hotspot Instigator
The Chi sequence is a critical cis-acting DNA element for the processing of DNA by the RecBCD enzyme (Fig. 3) . The Chi sequence was identified independently of research on the RecBCD enzyme during genetic analysis of coliphage lambda (128, 172, 272) . Wild-type lambda does not contain a Chi sequence within its 48.5-kbp genome. The Chi sequence was isolated as a spontaneously occurring mutation in the phage genome that allowed the formation of large plaques on a lawn of E. coli when the phage had been forced to use the host's recombination machinery. (This involved shutting down the phage recombination system red, which comprises the Red␣ exonuclease and Red␤ protein, and inactivating the phage protein Gam, which is an inhibitor of the RecBCD protein [128, 172, 272] .) Chi stimulates recombination in a directional manner, with a stimulatory gradient that decreases with a halfdistance of approximately 3.2 kbp when the DNA sequences are fully homologous (64, 172, 273, 275) , but it can also act for more than 10 kbp when a heterology is present on one of the recombining molecules (213) . Stimulation requires both a DNA end and the RecBCD enzyme (212) . Sequencing of lambda-pBR322 hybrids revealed the identity of Chi as the sequence 5Ј-GCTGGTGG-3Ј, its complement, or both; recognition of Chi occurred when the enzymes approached from the 3Ј side of the sequence as written (263) . In vitro analysis would later reveal that Chi was the single-stranded DNA sequence 5Ј-GCTGGTGG-3Ј (33) . Analysis of the E. coli genome reveals that Chi is the third most overrepresented octamer: E. coli contains 1,008 Chi sequences (the original sequence of E. coli MG1655 reported 1,009 sequences [38] , but the recent database shows only 1,008) (19) ; Chi sequences are four-to eightfold more frequent than expected by chance and appear on average once every 4.5 kb (38, 100, 302) . Even more significant is their skew: 75% are oriented toward the origin of replication, making Chi the most directionally biased 8-nucleotide sequence in E. coli (100, 246) . Furthermore, there is a statistically significant association between Chi sequences and GT-rich "islands"; GT-rich DNA is the preferred substrate for RecA homology-dependent pairing (302) . These observations tie in nicely with the role of the RecBCD enzyme as a repair factor functioning during DNA replication (19, 100). As noted previously (173) , codon usage does not directly explain the frequency and distribution of Chi sequences (70) . Instead, the overrepresentation and skewing of Chi sequences reflect characteristics of GT-rich sequences that coincide with an underlying bias in codon usage and a bias in transcription polarity (29, 70, 299, 303) ; however, these characteristics statistically correlate most significantly with replication direction (19, 100) . This implies that the RecBCD enzyme selected Chi largely from the overrepresented recombinogenic GT-rich sequences, which arise from both codon usage and genome base composition, for use as a regulatory switch and recombination hotspot in recombination-dependent replication (19, 100, 302, 304) , rather than there being strong prior selective pressure for the Chi sequence to become overrepresented due to its role in recombinational repair. In other words, the RecBCD enzyme adapted largely to the genome and not vice versa.
In vitro analysis of the purified RecBCD enzyme (discussed below) would go on to reveal the intimate relationship between RecBCD, Chi, and RecA by demonstrating that the Chi sequence directly modulates both the DNA translocation and nuclease activities of the holoenzyme, and it regulates the loading of RecA onto the Chi-containing ssDNA.
BIOCHEMICAL ACTIVITIES OF RecBCD
Isolated Subunits
The RecBCD enzyme is a heterotrimer consisting of three different polypeptides (Fig. 4) . RecB is a 134-kDa protein containing motifs characteristic of superfamily 1 (SF1) DNA helicases toward the N terminus (115) and those characteristic of diverse families of nucleases at the C terminus (20) . The RecC protein is also large (129 kDa), but analysis of its primary sequence does not reveal any significant similarities to protein domains with known activities. The smaller RecD subunit (67 kDa), which was identified as a component of the holoenzyme later than the RecB and RecC subunits (7, 37, 105) , also contains motifs characteristic of SF1 DNA helicases (115) . Consideration of primary structure alone suggests the presence of two helicase domains, a single nuclease domain, and a substantial amount of protein with unassigned function in the RecBCD holoenzyme. The work of several groups has employed a reductionist approach to correlate structure and function in the RecBCD enzyme. Indeed, all of the component polypeptides as well as identifiable domains therein have been expressed, purified, and characterized.
The RecB protein is a DNA-dependent ATPase (129) and a weak DNA helicase operating with a 3Ј35Ј translocation polarity (40) . DNA helicases commonly, but not exclusively, unwind duplex DNA using a flanking ssDNA as a loading site. (The RecBCD holoenzyme is one exception to this rule, whereas the isolated RecB and RecD proteins are not; the reason for the apparent complexity will become clear in the section below on bipolar DNA translocation.) A helicase is described as displaying 3Ј35Ј polarity if it requires that the flanking ssDNA tail is 3Ј terminated and vice versa (198) . The simple explanation for this polarity is that the helicase binds to the ssDNA loading site and translocates unidirectionally along it (89), displacing the complementary strand when it reaches the duplex. In accord with the primary structure, the 3Ј35Ј helicase activity of the RecB protein resides in a distinct Nterminal domain (324) . The N-terminal domain interacts with the RecC protein to form a rapid and processive DNA helicase (197) . A C-terminal domain in RecB can function independently as a DNA endo-and exonuclease and is responsible for all nuclease activities associated with the RecBCD complex (278, 308, 324, 325) . The C-terminal nuclease domain of RecB was shown to interact directly with the RecA protein (67, 270) . This interaction plays an essential role in the mechanism of loading the RecA protein onto the Chi-containing ssDNA produced by the RecBCD enzyme (13, 17, 23) . Modeling of the interaction between RecA and the nuclease domain of RecB suggests that it is similar to the RecA-RecA interface in the nucleoprotein filament (270) . Consequently, it was suggested that RecA loading may be achieved by nucleating a RecA filament through molecular mimicry, as was also proposed for analogous systems (160, 221) .
There is rather little published work on the biochemical properties of the RecC protein. The isolated subunit does not possess ATPase, helicase, or nuclease activity (197) , but it does bind ssDNA, and it can stimulate the ATPase and helicase activities of the RecB protein, with which it forms a complex of 1:1 stoichiometry (197) (our unpublished observations). Limited proteolysis of the RecC protein suggests that a 35-kDa C-terminal domain is required for interaction with the RecD protein (9) . Certain mutations in the RecC protein are responsible for RecBCD holoenzymes with altered Chi recognition specificity, arguing that the RecC protein is involved in Chi recognition (22, 124) ; we will return to this point in the discussion of the RecBCD-DNA crystal structure.
Study of the RecD subunit has proven rather more challenging because it is largely insoluble upon overexpression, and this problem continues throughout purification. Although native soluble RecD has been purified, it was found to be inactive for all assays tested (197) . The solubility and activity issues were resolved by refolding either in solution (62) or on a column (87) . Experiments with this material revealed that the enzyme possesses ssDNA-dependent ATPase activity (62, 87) and 5Ј33Ј DNA helicase activity (87) . In general, the biochemical properties of each subunit marry well with those predicted from a careful examination of the primary structure. However, simply understanding which activities are associated with which polypeptides yields little information on the complex reaction mechanism of the holoenzyme. As described below, the key to understanding the reaction mechanism lies in understanding how these activities are coupled within the whole RecBCD complex.
RecBCD Complex
The purified RecBCD enzyme possesses an impressive arsenal of biochemical activities, including DNA binding, RecA binding, DNA-dependent ATPase, DNA helicase, ssDNA endonuclease, ssDNA exonuclease, dsDNA exonuclease, and Chi-regulated nuclease and helicase activities. These properties, which can all be measured independently in vitro, are coupled to generate a complex DNA-processing reaction (see the legend of Fig. 3 for details).
Analytical ultracentrifugation and gel filtration demonstrated that RecBCD exists as a heterotrimer in solution (197, 216, 319) , and biochemical approaches show that a single heterotrimer bound to a DNA end is the active species (287). Binding to a DNA end is at least 2 orders of magnitude tighter than that to an internal site (238) . The dissociation constant is in the subnanomolar or low-nanomolar range depending on the salt concentration and on whether the DNA ends contain short ssDNA overhangs on either the 3Ј-or 5Ј-terminated strands (107, 237, 238, 291) . This affinity is much greater than that of other common SF1 helicases, such as Rep helicase, whose affinity for ssDNA is in the micromolar range, depending on conditions (see reference 185 and references therein). Thus, given that the concentration of a single DNA end in a cell the size of E. coli can be estimated to be ϳ1 nM, and the concentration of 10 RecBCD molecules would be ϳ10 nM, the interaction between RecBCD and a DSB is clearly physiologically appropriate, whereas helicases with affinities comparable to those of Rep would not be effective competitors unless present at high (micromolar) concentrations. DNase I-footprinting and permanganate sensitivity experiments demonstrate that the RecBCD complex protects about 20 bp of the DNA duplex (111) and that 4 to 6 bases of ssDNA at a blunt duplex end are separated due to binding alone (103) (i.e., in the absence of ATP binding/hydrolysis). In agreement with these observations, a recent thermodynamic analysis of the RecBCD interaction with DNA ends demonstrated that the optimal binding substrate for the enzyme contains unpaired ssDNA overhangs of 6 bases and 10 bases in the 3Ј-and 5Ј-terminated strands, respectively (319) . The 5Ј-terminated strand can be cross-linked to the RecC and RecD polypeptides, and the 3Ј-terminated strand can be cross-linked to RecB (111) . The results of these studies of the RecBCD-DNA complex provide a consistent picture of the initiation complex that is, in general, in excellent agreement with the high-resolution structural information that is discussed below.
The ATPase and helicase activities are coupled. ATP hydrolysis is strongly dependent on linear ssDNA or dsDNA, is extremely fast (ϳ1,000 bp s Ϫ1 at 25°C) (237), and supports a rapid and processive DNA-unwinding activity (238) . To our knowledge, the RecBCD enzyme remains the fastest (1,000 to 2,000 bp s Ϫ1 ) (31, 88, 97, 120, 237, 238, 266, 267) and most processive (ϳ30,000 bp) (31, 88, 120, 236) bona fide helicase reported in the literature. Importantly, DNA unwinding by the RecBCD holoenzyme is substantially faster and more processive than DNA unwinding by either the purified RecB or RecD subunit alone (87) or the isolated helicase subunits of closely related proteins such as PcrA, Rep, and UvrD (see references 88 and 257 for discussion). The macroscopic efficiency of ATP hydrolysis is between 1.3 and 3 molecules of ATP per base pair unwound, depending on reaction conditions (152, 237) .
Although named exonuclease V because the vigorous dsDNA degradation requires and initiates from a DNA end, from a mechanistic standpoint, the RecBCD enzyme is a nonspecific ssDNA endonuclease, and both the purified holoenzyme and the isolated RecB nuclease domain function as such in vitro (193, 278, 308, 312) . However, on linear duplex DNA substrates, the nuclease activity is manifest as an ATP-dependent dsDNA exonuclease due to the coupling of the endonucleolytic cleavage of ssDNA produced by DNA unwinding to the helicase activity (i.e., the helicase activity processively converts linear duplex DNA into an ssDNA substrate, which is concomitantly fed to the nuclease domain) (92, 240, 284, 294) . The nuclease activity requires Mg 2ϩ ions as an essential cofactor and is inhibited by Ca 2ϩ ions (241, 278, 321) . The two DNA strands are degraded asymmetrically (92, 93, 284) . The ssDNA products generated by this combined helicase-nuclease reac-
FIG. 5. Effect of ATP and Mg
2ϩ ions on the cleavage pattern observed upon DNA processing by RecBCD. During DNA translocation and unwinding, RecBCD cleaves both nascent single strands using a single nuclease active site. The frequency of cleavage on each strand (i.e., the average distance between cleavage points) is dependent on the voracity of the nuclease domain (which increases with increasing free Mg 2ϩ ion concentrations) and the translocation rate (which increases with increasing ATP:Mg 2ϩ concentrations) as indicated. For example, a fast-moving enzyme with low nuclease activity will produce mostly full-length ssDNA (top DNA molecule shown), whereas a slowmoving enzyme with high nuclease activity will produce very closely spaced cleavage points in the unwound DNA (last DNA molecule shown). The relative accessibility of each strand to the nuclease domain is also an important factor, and this is controlled by Chi recognition. Consequently, RecBCD can produce a spectrum of cleavage products dependent upon the precise in vitro solution conditions. Under physiological conditions (1 to 3 mM ATP [39] and 1 to 2 mM free magnesium ion [2] ), the processing of Chi-containing DNA by RecBCD results largely in products similar to those depicted in the third and fourth DNA molecules illustrated.
VOL. 72, 2008 RecBCD ENZYME 649 tion are heterogeneous in size but can range from just 2 nucleotides in length (111a) to many kilobase pairs (240, 241, 284, 294, 321) , depending on the Mg 2ϩ and ATP concentrations (Fig. 5) . At physiological concentrations of free (not total) Mg 2ϩ (1 to 2 mM) and ATP (1 to 3 mM) (2, 39, 168) , the 3Ј-terminated strand is hydrolyzed into fragments tens to hundreds of nucleotides in length, and the 5Ј-terminated strand is cut into much longer segments (approximately a few kilobases) (93) , especially if SSB protein is present (16) . Upon recognition of the Chi sequence, cleavage of the 3Ј-terminated strand at the entry site is attenuated at least 500-fold, and endonucleolytic activity is switched to the opposite strand (14, 92) (Fig. 3) : the degradation of the 3Ј-terminated strand is reduced substantially, whereas the hydrolysis of the 5Ј-terminated strand is slightly upregulated. This "nuclease attenuation and polarity switch" is part of the underlying molecular mechanism that transforms RecBCD from a destructive nuclease-helicase into a productive helicase-nuclease, which initiates the DNA repair process by promoting the formation of a recombinogenic 3Ј-terminated ssDNA overhang.
During DNA translocation and unwinding, RecBCD cleaves the DNA using a single nuclease active site (278, 308, 325, 326) . Extensive in vitro studies have established that the nuclease and translocation activities are independent (92, 284, 294) . Furthermore, the endonucleolytic cleavage of ssDNA that accompanies unwinding is stochastic, and the frequency increases with an increasing free Mg 2ϩ concentration (92, 93) . Consequently, RecBCD can produce a spectrum of cleavage products that depend on solution conditions. The density of cleavage positions along each of the nascent ssDNA strands (and, hence, the size of the resultant ssDNA fragments) is a function of (i) the translocation rate, (ii) the ability of the nuclease active site to access each of the ssDNA strands, and (iii) the voracity of the nuclease active site. Note that the free Mg 2ϩ and effective ATP concentrations, which govern the cleavage and translocation kinetics, respectively, are themselves interdependent because ATP chelates Mg 2ϩ ions to form the Mg 2ϩ -ATP complex that is the cofactor required for helicase activity. These considerations are fully consistent with the spectrum of different cleavage patterns that can be produced by RecBCD under different solution conditions in vitro (Fig. 5) . It was originally observed in vitro that the RecBCD enzyme could uniquely cleave at or near Chi (224), which was an anticipated intermediate step in some early models for recombination initiation (204, 262) . This observation led to the "nick-at-Chi" model, which set the stage for mechanistic studies of the Chi-RecBCD interaction. However, it subsequently became clear that the "nick-at-Chi" products are observed only with a narrow set of nonphysiological reaction conditions, and their formation can now be appreciated in the broader context of RecBCD enzymatic behavior and its regulation by Chi. Instead, the various products of DNA processing by RecBCD can be understood as the expected (and predictable) consequences of quantitative differences in translocation and cleavage kinetics. As described below, the recognition of Chi results in a pause in enzyme translocation (92, 93, 120, 267) . It is important to recognize that the "desirable" effect of the RecBCD enzyme pausing at Chi is a high probability of (randomly) cleaving DNA in the vicinity of Chi, even under conditions of limited nuclease activity. In agreement, the precise locations of the cleavage events that occur at Chi move closer to Chi when endonucleolytic activity increases (224, 286, 291) . The first publication on this phenomenon reported that a nick is introduced on the 3Ј strand about 4 to 6 bp upstream of Chi (224, 286) . Subsequently, when the magnesium ion concentration was increased to more physiological concentrations, the position of the final, high-frequency cleavage event was seen to occur within the sequence itself (291) . These characteristics, and others, were seen to reflect both the attenuation of nuclease activity and the switch in degradation polarity at Chi, which are manifest in the product profiles seen when reaction conditions are systematically varied (93) . Because there is a continuum in nucleolytic degradative behavior, both before and after interactions with Chi, these properties do not simply represent two alternative forms or activities of the enzyme; hence, the nick-at-Chi products represent a subset of this general behavior of RecBCD. Thus, the products of processing Chi-containing dsDNA arise from the nonspecific degradative capacity of RecBCD superimposed on a pause at the Chi sequence and the resulting attenuation and polarity switch of endonucleolytic action.
The recognition of Chi is a stochastic event, with the probability of a successful response to a single Chi sequence being around 30 to 40% under optimal conditions (91, 92, 289) . For this reason, many substrates used to analyze RecBCD in vitro use three closely spaced Chi sequences in direct repeats, in which case the overall probability of recognition at the "tripleChi" locus is measured at 80 to 90% (267) . Experiments with DNA substrates that had noncomplementary DNA strands at the Chi locus demonstrated that Chi is recognized as ssDNA and specifically as the sequence 5Ј-GCTGGTGG-3Ј by the enzyme approaching from the 3Ј side (33) . The recognition of Chi is not absolutely sequence specific, and sequences that are similar to Chi (e.g., seven of the eight canonical nucleotides) are also recognized albeit with reduced efficiencies (21, 63, 65) . Under conditions of limited free Mg 2ϩ , RecBCD displays the property of being reversibly inactivated after an encounter with the Chi sequence (90, 289) . The enzyme completes the unwinding of the DNA molecule to which it is bound, but it is incapable of unwinding a new DNA molecule. Consequently, under these unique conditions, the enzyme does not act catalytically on Chi-containing DNA substrates, and a stoichiometric amount of enzyme relative to DNA is required for complete unwinding. However, the Chi-inactivated enzyme can be reversed by the addition of excess Mg 2ϩ to restore normal DNAprocessing activities. This inactivation is related to the Chidependent disassembly of the holoenzyme into individual subunits (290) . However, because the processivity of the individual motor subunits is exceedingly small (tens of base pairs), subunit disassembly clearly cannot occur at Chi and cannot be the molecular basis for regulation by Chi (290) , since the enzyme continues to function as a processive helicase-nuclease downstream of the recombination hotspot (91, 92) .
The RecBCD enzyme has yet another cryptic activity that is revealed upon Chi recognition and that assists in the next, DNA strand invasion, step of recombinational DNA repair, which requires the RecA protein. Early studies showed that RecA could polymerize on the ssDNA produced by the RecBCD enzyme and could use that ssDNA to produce homologously paired joint molecules (235, 239) . Subsequently, it was demonstrated that Chi stimulated this joint molecule formation in a reaction that optimally required the RecA, RecBCD, and SSB proteins (91) (92) (93) . The stimulation was a consequence of two different effects. As detailed above, the first effect was that the nuclease activity was attenuated and switched, leading to the preservation of the Chi-containing ssDNA (14, (91) (92) (93) . However, the second stimulatory effect resulted from the loading of the RecA protein by the RecBCD enzyme onto the 3Ј-terminated Chi-containing ssDNA tail which it produces, thereby handing off to the next step in the homologous recombination pathway (13, 14, 17, 23, 167) . This facilitated loading of RecA is essential for RecBCD-mediated recombination in vitro and in vivo due to the competition for ssDNA from the SSB protein (16, 23) . Several studies show that the nuclease domain of RecB is required for this process (10, 13, 67, 270) . The RecA protein interacts directly with the nuclease domain of RecB, and the modeling of the interaction interface suggests that it mimics the contacts formed between two neighboring RecA monomers within a RecA nucleoprotein filament (270) . Since nucleation is known to be rate limiting for RecA nucleoprotein filament formation (54, 108, 157, 158 ), a simple model for RecA loading envisions the RecB nuclease domain depositing RecA monomers on the 3Ј ssDNA tail following Chi recognition. These RecA protomers would then act as nucleation points for net polymerization in the 5Ј33Ј direction (Fig. 3) .
The properties of the RecBC enzyme (the holoenzyme lacking the RecD subunit) have also been extensively studied. Interestingly, the RecBC enzyme is largely devoid of nuclease activity (218) , which originally led to the mistaken (but reasonable) conclusion that the RecD subunit harbored the nuclease active site. The RecBC enzyme loads RecA constitutively (i.e., in a Chi-independent manner) onto the 3Ј-terminated DNA strand at its entry end, and it supports Chi-independent recombination in vivo (55, 66, 187, 295, 296) . These observations led to the suggestion that the RecBC enzyme was a phenocopy of the Chi-modified RecBCD enzyme. Clearly, this was not strictly true because the Chi-modified RecBCD enzyme retains 5Ј33Ј exonuclease activity (12) . However, the idea led to a long-standing model for Chi recognition in which a conformational change resulted in the ejection of RecD from the holoenzyme complex (90, 150, 211, 276) . This view was supported by the observation that the overproduction of the RecD polypeptide in trans in some cases antagonizes or reverses the effect of Chi on RecBCD (43, 150, 211) . The RecD ejection model was eventually disproved by in vitro single-molecule analysis, which is described below (120), but there remains evidence for some form of conformational change involving the RecD subunit following Chi recognition (232, 298) . Recent in vivo work suggests that damage to the E. coli chromosome results in a transient loss of all RecBCD-related activities due to the simple titration of RecBCD by the DNA breaks (81) . The presence of the free RecD protein in trans somehow prevents the dissociation of the RecBCD enzyme from the damaged chromosomes so that this titration effect becomes permanent. This finding indicates that the recycling of the RecBCD enzyme onto new substrates following Chi recognition requires the disassembly of the complex (290) and that this disassembly is blocked by excess free RecD. Finally, even though its genetic deletion still allows productive recombination, the RecD subunit serves three important functions. First, RecD is needed to "activate" the nucleolytic functions contained within the RecB subunit, since the RecBC enzyme lacking the RecD subunit has comparably little nuclease activity (12, 152, 154) . Second, RecD contributes to the processivity of the holoenzyme since its processivity is higher than that of the RecBC enzyme (88, 154) . Third, as mentioned above, it also negatively regulates the RecA-loading ability of the RecBCD enzyme (10). This is evident not only for the wild-type RecBCD enzyme but also for the RecB(D1080A)CD mutant (see below), which can recognize Chi but fails to respond appropriately (13) ; by removing the RecD subunit, the resulting RecB(D1080A)C enzyme shows wild-type RecBC-like behavior, with constitutive Chi-independent RecA-loading ability (10) .
By the end of the last decade, a clear picture of the DNA end-processing reaction catalyzed by the RecBCD enzyme was emerging. Importantly, the in vitro biochemical behavior of RecBCD correlated well with its known in vivo functions, both qualitatively and quantitatively, making RecBCD an excellent target for mechanistic interrogation.
DNA Translocation and Unwinding Mechanism
Bipolar DNA translocation mechanism. The RecBCD enzyme is a rare example of a protein complex containing two DNA motors of opposite polarity. This "bipolar" organization FIG. 6 . Unwinding polarity of SF1 DNA helicases. (A) Unwinding of DNA by a 5Ј33Ј DNA helicase. The enzyme moves in a 5Ј33Ј direction on ssDNA. To unwind duplex DNA, the helicase first binds to a 5Ј ssDNA tail neighboring the duplex and then translocates along that strand and into the duplex DNA. (B) Likewise, a 3Ј35Ј DNA helicase can bind to a 3Ј ssDNA overhang and translocate unidirectionally toward the 5Ј end and into the duplex portion of the substrate. (C) RecBCD is a bipolar DNA helicase. It contains two DNA helicase subunits of opposite polarity and can initiate unwinding from a blunt duplex end. In the initiation complex, the 3Ј35Ј subunit (red) binds to the 3Ј side of the DNA end, and the 5Ј33Ј helicase (green) binds to the 5Ј side. Although the translocation polarities of the two DNA motors are opposite, they move in the same overall direction on the antiparallel DNA duplex. If the two DNA motors move at unequal speeds, then the faster motor will be associated with a longer ssDNA tail, and the slower motor will be associated with an ssDNA loop and a shorter ssDNA tail. This unwinding intermediate (referred to as a "loop-2-tails" structure) has been observed by electron microscopy (see the text for details).
VOL. 72, 2008 RecBCD ENZYME 651 allows the enzyme to translocate along both strands of the DNA duplex in a rapid and highly processive fashion (Fig. 6) . The first hints of the dual-motor design came from electron microscopic observation of the unwinding intermediates of RecBCD (284, 293, 294) . Under conditions in which nuclease activity is minimized (e.g., with added Ca 2ϩ [241, 321] and/or SSB protein [16] ), the enzyme does not produce the Y-shaped unwinding intermediates expected of classical DNA helicase activity. Rather, the enzyme unwinds the duplex to produce one long 5Ј-terminated ssDNA overhang (41) and a shorter ssDNA loop with an associated ssDNA tail on the 3Ј-terminated strand ("loop-2-tails" intermediate) (Fig. 6 ). This observation led to proposals that the RecBCD enzyme could unwind and "rewind" DNA by translocation along one DNA strand (41, 284) or that it possessed two DNA translocation activities, RecB and RecD, which operated at different speeds on opposite strands to unwind the DNA and produce the loop-tail structures (238) . However, it was decades later that the underlying mechanism behind these unusual unwinding intermediates was elucidated (87, 288) .
Using RecBCD mutants in which ATP hydrolysis in either the RecB or RecD subunit was inactivated, electron microscopy was again employed to visualize unwinding intermediates (288) . If either subunit is inactivated, a single ssDNA tail is associated with a loop of similar length, broadly consistent with the idea that both RecB and RecD act as independent DNA motors, and each one translocates on one strand of the antiparallel DNA duplex. The inactive motor does not translocate along the DNA, and so an ssDNA loop forms ahead of that subunit. Labeling of the termini of the unwound ssDNA strands revealed that the RecB subunit is responsible for translocation along the 3Ј-terminated ssDNA strand and the RecD subunit for translocation along the 5Ј-terminated strand. In parallel, experiments on the isolated RecB and RecD subunits showed directly that they were DNA helicases displaying opposite polarities of unwinding (87) . Moreover, either RecB or RecD alone was shown to support DNA unwinding in the RecBCD complex. Together, these results strongly supported a model for DNA translocation in which both the RecB and RecD subunits functioned as ssDNA motors to propel the holoenzyme along the 3Ј-terminated and 5Ј-terminated strands, respectively. If the motors traveled at unequal speeds, this would result in the production of "loop-2-tails" unwinding intermediates as observed in the original electron microscopic experiments; if the two motors were to move at the same speeds, more conventional "Y-tailed" intermediates would be observed (Fig. 6 ). In the first scenario, the leading motor is acting as a true DNA helicase, while the second slower motor is simply an ssDNA translocase. However, it is important to note that this distinction is superficial because experiments with mutants containing only one active motor subunit clearly demonstrate that either RecB or RecD can act alone as an efficient DNA helicase in the context of the holoenzyme (88) . This experiment also demonstrates that the two motors are (at least substantially) autonomous. The bipolar DNA translocation model fits well with models for SF1 DNA helicase activity in which the role of the protein architecture specified by the helicase "signature motifs" is to couple ATP hydrolysis to unidirectional ssDNA translocation (89, 257, 305) .
The existence of dual motors in RecBCD raises the obvious question of what benefits this apparently energetically costly arrangement may confer. This problem was addressed empirically by studying the properties of mutant RecBCD enzymes in which either the RecB or RecD motor was inactivated by mutagenesis. (Doubly mutated protein, with both motors disabled, is inactive as an ATPase and DNA helicase [288] .) Both motors are required for the maximal rate and, in particular, for the high processivity observed in the wild-type enzyme (88) . The inactivation of either RecD or RecB results in DNAunwinding rate decreases of 2-or 3-fold and processivity decreases of 6-or 25-fold, respectively. The fact that the "singlemotor" variants of the RecBCD enzyme are slower and less processive than the dual-motor wild-type enzyme implies some cooperation between the two translocating subunits. This cooperation cannot be of a fully concerted type, where the movement of each motor alternates successively, because such a mechanism would be inconsistent with their autonomous behavior and the loop formation. However, their cooperation might be more akin to the "cooperating-monomers" model proposed for the T4-encoded Dda helicase, where the action of a lead helicase monomer is enhanced by a second Dda monomer that is translocating independently behind the first one (48, 49) : in the case of RecBCD, the two translocation monomers are within the same complex. Nonetheless, either motor is capable of powering effective DNA translocation alone. Even with just a single active RecB or RecD motor subunit, the holoenzyme remains much faster and more processive than many other DNA helicases studied in isolation. The theoretical basis for the improved DNA translocation and unwinding in bipolar helicases has been discussed (277) . It was also suggested that the dual-motor system may allow the RecBCD holoenzyme to bypass gaps or damage on both strands of the DNA duplex (87), a prediction that has been verified experimentally (L. Yang and S. C. Kowalczykowski, unpublished observations). Additional experiments with the single-motor mutant enzymes demonstrated that the RecB motor activity is absolutely required for the recognition and response to Chi, whereas RecD motor activity is dispensable for this recognition (268) . This finding implies that the single strand of DNA containing the Chi sequence must be translocated into the RecBCD enzyme by RecB to permit interactions with Chi; this view is in full accord with the crystal structure and will be discussed below.
Relative speeds of the two motors. The finding that the RecB and RecD subunits are largely autonomous motor subunits raised the question as to which is the faster motor in the dual-motor holoenzyme and whether the faster motor is the same subunit at all times and conditions. Biochemical analysis of the single-motor mutants showed that each motor subunit displayed a characteristic dependence on the Mg 2ϩ concentration (268) . When driven only by the RecD motor, RecBCD moved fastest at limiting Mg 2ϩ concentrations. In contrast, high free Mg 2ϩ concentrations favored a holoenzyme driven only by the RecB motor. For the wild-type holoenzyme, electron microscopy showed conclusively that for the conditions examined (which were limiting for Mg 2ϩ ), the RecD subunit is the lead motor and, hence, the helicase; this meant that the RecB subunit is the slower motor and, hence, the translocase (41, 288). This conclusion is supported by recent single-mole- (266) . Quite unexpectedly, however, following Chi recognition, the holoenzyme moves more slowly because the roles of these two motor subunits reverse, and RecBCD is now driven by RecB as the lead motor. The finding that RecD is the lead subunit and is ahead of the RecB subunit leads to the conclusion that RecD is actually past the Chi sequence when RecC, which is behind RecB, recognizes Chi. Furthermore, because RecB assumes the lead after Chi, the recognition event must slow or stop the RecD subunit, since it remains part of the holoenzyme beyond Chi (120). Thus, Chi regulates holoenzyme translocation speed by inactivating the faster motor subunit and switching to the slower motor (266) . If the frequency of RecA loading events is independent of RecBCD enzyme speed, then this switch to a slower motor may help to increase the coverage of the RecA protein on the Chi-containing ssDNA by decreasing the spacing of RecA nucleation events. It is possible that the subunit used as the lead motor by the RecBCD enzyme can be changed, at least in vitro, by a simple manipulation of the solution conditions. It is also expected that the speed of each motor can be independently affected by the ATP concentration, because the affinities of each subunit for ATP, as measured by 8-azido-ATP cross-linking, are 30 M and 120 M for RecD and RecB, respectively (140). Moreover, based on precedents in the literature that were established for other SF1 DNA helicases (106, 139) , it is also possible that the trailing motor subunit will be moving faster on ssDNA than it does while unwinding duplex DNA.
Recently, it was shown that the speed of the RecB motor can be reduced by novel mutations in one of the conserved helicase motifs (motif 6, Y803H and V804E) (8) . In vivo, the mutant RecBCD enzyme failed to respond to Chi and was deficient in recombination, but it retained helicase-nuclease activity. The resulting mutant RecBCD comprised a normal fast RecD motor and the slow RecB motor. As a consequence, on linear dsDNA, the RecD subunit traveled to the end of its strand (the 5Ј strand) well before the RecB subunit finished translocating to the end of its respective strand (the 3Ј strand). Interestingly, the 3Ј strand was degraded only to the position where the RecB subunit would have been located when the faster RecD subunit reached the far end of the DNA. This finding meant that the RecB subunit, with its associated nuclease domain, must have stopped when RecD stopped translocation, and, perhaps as a result of a pause, the RecB nuclease cleaved the ssDNA for a last time at that same location. These findings were interpreted as evidence for intersubunit communication wherein RecD communicated its translocation status to RecB. However, these findings are also consistent with the nonspecific degradation of the ssDNA until the RecD subunit reaches the end of the DNA (or is otherwise stopped), after which the holoenzyme dissociates, during which time the potentially paused RecB motor and nuclease subunit cleave one last time.
The above-described data highlight just some of the complexities and challenges associated with studies of a DNA helicase comprising two (mostly) autonomous motor subunits that have translocation velocities which vary with reaction conditions, and either subunit could be unwinding dsDNA or simply translocating on ssDNA.
Step size. Helicases are directional motors that use either a stepping mechanism (e.g., inchworm) (305) or Brownian ratchet (175) to move along DNA. In the simplest case, the step size is nothing more than the physical distance through which the enzyme advances, due to conformational changes, when it moves on the ssDNA; the steps may or may not be of uniform length. However, the precise value and meaning of the measured step size depend on the experimental approach used, and there has been little consistency in the measured values, even for work on the same enzyme. Nowhere is this better illustrated than for the RecBCD enzyme. Furthermore, in thinking about the stepping activity of RecBCD, it should be remembered that the interpretation of any data pertaining to the step size is potentially complicated by the fact that the complex employs two motor subunits.
The simplest approach to measuring a step size is to investigate the macroscopic relationship between ATP hydrolysis and DNA unwinding. Two studies of this type suggested that 1.4 to 3.0 ATP molecules are consumed for every base pair translocated (152, 237) . This value is reduced if the RecD motor is inactivated (1.1 to 1.2 ATP molecules consumed per base pair) or removed (1.3 to 1.4 ATP molecules consumed per base pair) (152) . A simple interpretation of these results is that each motor makes a 1-base step for each ATP hydrolyzed, consistent with models for the related PcrA and UvrD helicases (89, 174, 301, 305) . However, it should be noted that the experiments ignore possible contributions to the step size value from ATP hydrolysis that is uncoupled from DNA translocation and unwinding.
An alternative method for step size determination employs rapid reaction techniques to monitor the unwinding kinetics of a series of duplexes of different lengths (188) . The distribution of a translocating motor on a one-dimensional lattice as a function of time is dependent on the distance moved per ratelimiting step (190, 280) . Consequently, global fitting of DNAunwinding time courses to an appropriate stepping model can yield a "kinetic" step size. The kinetic step size measures the average distance between rate-limiting enzymatic events; the kinetic step size could be a simple parameter, being the same size as the physical step size, or it can be a complex term, comprising multiple translocation steps. Moreover, in deriving this value, it is assumed that each step is associated with a single, strongly rate-limiting kinetic event and that the enzyme-DNA complexes investigated are kinetically homogenous (190) . Thus, the kinetic step size does not necessarily relate to the net distance traveled per ATP molecule. This value was measured at 3.4 (Ϯ0.6) bp for the RecBCD enzyme and was shown to be independent of temperature and ATP concentration (189) .
An altogether different approach was again employed with the RecBC enzyme to measure another type of physical step size (34) . By challenging the translocating enzyme with ssDNA gaps of various lengths, it was shown that RecBC (lacking the 5Ј33Ј RecD helicase subunit), which translocates along DNA on the 3Ј-terminated strand relative to the entry point, could traverse ssDNA gaps up to ϳ23 nucleotides in size. This and other findings implied that the enzyme translocates in discrete physical steps of 23 (Ϯ2) bp, leading to the development of a "quantized" inchworm model for DNA translocation wherein the RecBC enzyme takes a large "spring-loaded" physical VOL. 72, 2008 RecBCD ENZYME 653 translocation step on the duplex DNA ahead of itself while recognizing that DNA unwinding was occurring by translocation along ssDNA in smaller steps powered by the RecB subunit at the rear of the complex. Single-molecule approaches. The discussion above highlights the difficulties associated with measurements of the stepping motion of a molecular motor. Progress in this area is likely to depend heavily on the application of new single-molecule techniques that have already been applied successfully to the "classical" motor proteins such as myosin and kinesin (135, 220) . Indeed, the last 10 years have witnessed remarkable progress in single-molecule analysis as a new and powerful tool for the study of DNA and its interactions with proteins (47) . Such methods have the potential to remove the complications of heterogeneity and asynchrony in ensemble kinetic measurements. The processive stepping activity of DNA motors (including helicases, translocases, and polymerases) is particularly amenable to single-molecule analysis, and researchers have quickly capitalized on the robust activity of RecBCD to exploit the new technology (Fig. 7) .
The first measurements of the activity of single RecBCD enzymes were reported in 2001 using optical tweezer and tethered-particle light microscopy approaches. In the optical tweezer experiments (31), DNA molecules are attached to polystyrene beads and labeled uniformly with YOYO-1, a fluorescent DNA binding dye (Fig. 7A) . The beads are injected into a flow cell and caught in a laser trap. The trailing duplex DNA, bound by a single RecBCD enzyme, is observed by fluorescence microscopy. Upon the addition of ATP, the DNA strand shortens as the enzyme tracks along, displacing the florescent dye and degrading the duplex. Unexpectedly, although the mean translocation rate is similar to that determined by bulk measurements, those of individual RecBCD enzymes vary widely, indicating static disorder within the population. The source of this heterogeneity is currently unclear. Importantly, static disorder in the translocation rate complicates the meaning of the step size derived from the analysis of transient kinetics. Variation of the translocation rate of individual RecBCD enzymes as a function of time (dynamic disorder) is not detected at the resolution of these experiments. On Chi-free DNA, the enzyme moves at a constant rate, without detectable pauses, regardless of the local DNA sequence. However, when the DNA contains a Chi sequence, the translocation is unexpectedly altered (267) . The RecBCD enzyme pauses at the Chi sequence (for between 1 and 15 s) and then resumes translocation at about one-half of the rate observed before the encounter with Chi. The velocity after Chi is not proportionally related to the velocity prior to Chi but, rather, is randomly distributed around the new average rate. The lower rate of translocation post-Chi is associated with a switch in the lead motor subunit, and the pause prior to the switch is the kinetic lifetime associated with the associated conformational change (266) . Although conventional bulk measurements had hinted at a role for Chi in controlling DNA translocation (92) , this result highlights the type of information that becomes easily accessible by single-molecule analysis.
In the tethered-particle light microscopy experiment (94), DNA is attached to a glass surface at one end. The biotinylated RecBCD enzyme, itself attached to a streptavidin-coated bead, is able to bind the free DNA end (Fig. 7C) . Upon the addition of ATP, the bead is pulled toward the glass surface as the enzyme translocates along the DNA. Movement is observed by light microscopy as an increasing constraint on the bead's Brownian motion. Because the RecBCD enzyme was attached to the bead via the RecD subunit, and a negligible dissociation of the bead was observed at the position of a Chi sequence, it was argued that RecD is not ejected at Chi. Unfortunately, because neither the pause nor velocity change was detected, it remains unclear whether Chi was actually being recognized in these experiments. Indeed, consideration of the relative trans- (94) . These conditions favor rather slow translocation by the RecB motor, which would result in RecD reaching the end of the short DNA substrate before RecB has reached the Chi sequence. Neither of the above-described experiments had the spatial resolution to measure the step size of the single translocating RecBCD enzyme. An alternative experimental system is to attach RecBCD, biotinylated on RecD, to a glass surface and monitor translocation along a DNA duplex that is attached at its distal end to a bead (Fig. 7D) (222) . The bead is held in a laser trap, and a feedback mechanism is used to move the stage toward the trapped bead under constant force to compensate for the enzyme translocation. Because discrete steps were not detected, and the translocation is measured with a 2-nm spatial resolution, these experiments excluded step sizes for translocation (for the RecD subunit) of greater than 5 bp. Under the applied force, which acts against the direction of translocation, spontaneous pauses and backsliding of the complex were observed. These probably relate to the dissociation/pausing of the leading motor, followed by a slippage of the enzyme along the DNA (the RecBCD enzyme encircles the DNA strands within channels) (see below) to the position bound by the slower DNA motor.
Finally, the movement of the RecBCD enzyme was imaged directly on bead-immobilized DNA stretched by flow (Fig. 7B ) (120) . A fluorescent nanoparticle is attached to the RecD subunit, allowing the direct observation of RecBCD translocation. The bead was seen to move along the DNA, pause at Chi, and then resume slower translocation exactly as observed previously (267) . Because the nanoparticle is still associated with the translocating enzyme after Chi recognition, these experiments provide the clearest possible evidence that the recognition and response to Chi do not involve RecD ejection.
STRUCTURE AND MECHANISM OF RecBCD
The crystal structure of the entire RecBCD enzyme bound to a DNA substrate was solved to 3.1 Å in the absence of nucleotide cofactor (256) (Fig. 8) . The DNA substrate consisted of a single self-complementary 43-base oligonucleotide that forms a 19-bp duplex with a 5-base hairpin at one end. This DNA substrate can bind RecBCD in only one orientation because a hairpin structure is known to prevent RecBCD binding (287). As discussed above, the SF1 helicase motors found in the RecB and RecD subunits are expected to function as ssDNA translocases. Despite this fact, the enzyme uses bluntended dsDNA as an initiation substrate, which raises the question of how ssDNA is generated for the helicase domains. The observation that the DNA in an initiation complex is sensitive to permanganate modification (103) argues that the binding event alone generates the ssDNA that is required to drive translocation using the SF1 motor design. The crystal structure of the initiation complex confirms that this is indeed the case. Despite the fact that the DNA substrate forms a dsDNA end that can be fully duplex, the DNA substrate in the crystals is unwound by 4 bp, with each ssDNA tail inserted into a different entry tunnel in the complex (Fig. 8B) . The two tunnels (Fig. 4) . The helicase domain of RecB (RecB Hel ) is shown in red, and the nuclease domain (RecB Nuc ) is in magenta. RecC is in blue, RecD is in green, and the hairpin DNA substrate is in orange. The hairpin end of the DNA is not visible, as it is disordered in the structure, but would occupy the space to the left of the DNA end as shown here. (B) Cutaway view of the RecBCD-DNA complex showing the tunnels running through the complex. The color scheme is described above. The protein is shown as a space-filling model, which has been cut back (dark surfaces) to reveal the ssDNA tails in the tunnel entrances. The DNA substrate has not been cut away and is shown as a partially transparent space-filling model. Architectural features on the path of the ssDNA strands as they are pulled through the complex are highlighted (see the text for details).
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on February 21, 2013 by PENN STATE UNIV http://mmbr.asm.org/ propagate right through the RecBCD complex. As the enzyme translocates, DNA enters as duplex, is split into two nascent ssDNA strands that pass through these tunnels, and is presented to the nuclease domain at the rear of the enzyme. As DNA passes from the front to the back of the enzyme, it encounters several important structural features in the complex (Fig. 8B) . These include an "arm," which stretches ahead of the enzyme to contact incoming duplex DNA; a "pin" upon which the duplex is split into two nascent ssDNA strands that pass into tunnels; two helicase motors, which drive the translocation; a "Chi-scanning site," which searches for a correctly orientated recombination hotspot; and, finally, the nuclease active site, which cleaves ssDNA as it emerges from the rear of the complex. It was reported that a stimulatory RNA is present in the RecBCD complex (11) . No such RNA was observed in the structure despite the preparation used for crystallography being 100% active for DNA unwinding and capable of efficient Chi recognition (M. S.
Dillingham, unpublished observations).
RecB Subunit
Biochemical analysis had suggested that the RecB protein was modular in structure, and this is borne out in the crystal structure. The N terminus of RecB forms the four-subdomain structure expected for a UvrD-like SF1 helicase (257) (Fig. 9) . Two of these subdomains display a RecA-like fold (subdomains 1A and 2A). These tandem RecA domains are the core helicase domains and contain all seven helicase "signature" motifs (257) . The helicase motifs are found at the interface between subdomains 1A and 2A and form the nucleotide binding pocket and part of the ssDNA binding site. Motifs 3 and 6 are known to be important for coupling ATP hydrolysis to ssDNA translocation (116) . Contacts between the RecB pro- (257, 259) . In agreement with this idea, the RecB auxiliary domains play roles in dsDNA binding and protein-protein interactions. Subdomain 1B forms an "arm" that contacts intact duplex DNA about 12 bp ahead of the ssDNA/ dsDNA junction (Fig. 10) . The role of the arm is currently unclear, but it may direct the helicase to DNA ends, act as a guide for the duplex DNA during translocation, mediate the large translocation step across ssDNA gaps, or play a direct role in destabilizing the duplex ahead of the translocating enzyme (analogous to the role suggested for auxiliary domain 2B of the PcrA helicase) (305) . The RecB 2B domain inserts into a large hole in the RecC protein to form an unusual, intimate, and stable protein-protein interaction. The C terminus of RecB is found at the rear of the enzyme complex and is connected to the helicase domain by a ϳ70-amino-acid linker packed neatly against the RecC protein. As predicted previously (20) , the C terminus forms a single discrete domain with structural homology to lambda exonuclease. The nuclease active site is revealed by the coordination of a Ca 2ϩ ion by the highly conserved residues found in the nuclease motifs (20) , including aspartate residues from motifs 2 and 3 (Fig. 11) . A mutation of either aspartate residue (D1067 and D1080) to alanine or lysine (K1082) to glutamine results in the complete elimination of the nuclease activity (278, 308, 325) , whereas a mutation of the conserved tyrosines (T1081 and T1114) to alanine has no effect on nuclease activity. Ca 2ϩ ions inhibit the nuclease activity of RecBCD (241, 278, 283) , presumably by competing with Mg 2ϩ ions for the active site.
RecC Subunit
Because so little was known about RecC from biochemical analysis, the structure of the RecC protein has proven to be particularly informative. The overall architecture of RecC is striking; surface representations reveal a large hole in the center of the protein flanked by two smaller tunnels on either side (Fig. 12) . As described above, the large hole accommodates domain 2B of the RecB protein. One of the small tunnels contains the 5Ј-terminated ssDNA strand, and the other is positioned immediately "behind" the RecB motor domains so as to accept the 3Ј-terminated strand following the initiation of DNA translocation and unwinding. Consequently, during DNA unwinding, the RecBCD complex threads itself onto both nascent ssDNA strands via the tunnels in the RecC protein. Dissociation from the nucleic acid lattice is minimized because it would require the backsliding of the whole complex to the end of the remaining DNA. Therefore, the tunnels in RecC provide a simple structural basis for the observation that the RecC protein dramatically stimulates the processivity of RecB helicase activity. The tertiary structure of RecC shows unexpected structural homology to DNA helicase domains in the N terminus (256) and to nuclease domains in the C terminus (146, 231) (Fig. 12) . However, within the RecC primary structure, there has been a complete loss of the active-site amino acid motifs that are normally associated with helicase and nuclease activity. The implication of this is that the RecC protein is a catalytically dead helicase-nuclease and that the recB and recC genes probably arose from a gene duplication event (146) .
The inactive helicase and nuclease domains of RecC form parts of the 3Ј and 5Ј tunnels, respectively. Several lines of evidence support the view that the 3Ј tunnel in RecC is the Chi recognition site. Firstly, Chi is known to be recognized as ssDNA on the 3Ј strand (33) , and the tunnel in RecC is on the path of this strand. Secondly, the tunnel in RecC is located at   FIG. 10 . The RecB arm. Shown is a close-up view of the "arm" structure (red) formed by an auxiliary subdomain (subdomain 1B) of RecB. The arm contacts duplex DNA ahead of the translocating enzyme. A conserved patch of residues in close proximity to the minor groove of the DNA substrate (black semitransparent model) is shown in yellow. The RecC protein is in the foreground (blue). The 5Ј ssDNA tail is pointing toward the viewer through a hole in the RecC protein. FIG. 11 . The active site of the RecB nuclease domain. The active site of the RecB nuclease domain is marked out by the coordination of a Ca 2ϩ ion (yellow) with conserved nuclease motifs. The three motifs characteristic of a diverse collection of nuclease enzymes are numbered (20) . Motif 1 (orange) contains a glutamate residue (E1020) that may be involved in the coordination of a second divalent cation. Motifs 2 (blue) and 3 (red) contain aspartate residues (D1067 and D1080) that coordinate the bound Ca 2ϩ ion. A motif specific to the "RecB-like nuclease" family is shown in green and contains highly conserved tyrosine and glutamine residues (Q1110 and Y1114). A histidine residue (magenta) that is completely conserved, but does not form part of a defined nuclease motif, also coordinates the bound Ca 2ϩ ion (H956).
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on February 21, 2013 by PENN STATE UNIV http://mmbr.asm.org/ Downloaded from the correct distance from the nuclease active site to explain the location of the final cleavage sites at the Chi sequence (see the RecBCD enzyme mechanism section below). Thirdly, the 3Ј tunnel in RecC is, in structural terms, a nonfunctional equivalent of a helicase motor (it is formed by the core helicase domains 1A and 2A), which might provide an ideal protein architecture to function as a scanning site for a specific ssDNA sequence. Finally, members of the RecC* class of mutations, which alter the efficiency and specificity of Chi recognition, map to the 3Ј tunnel in the RecC subunit (22, 124, 248) The RecC protein also appears to assist in the DNA-unwinding activity by contributing a dual-methionine "pin" that acts as a wedge to split the duplex at the junction between ssDNA and dsDNA (Fig. 13) . Related architectural features were observed previously at the DNA junctions of other DNA translocases (228, 257, 258) . Given that the methionine pin is such a striking feature in the structure, and one with an apparently central function in the enzyme's unwinding mechanism, it is surprising that the methionine dyad is poorly conserved. However, it is possible that the steric role of the methionine pin can be accomplished by a wide range of amino acid substitutions. Site-directed mutagenesis on the RecC pin should help resolve this issue. The RecC protein acts as a core scaffolding protein in the holoenzyme because, in addition to both directing the paths of nascent single strands during unwinding and contacting the RecB protein, it also forms proteinprotein contacts with RecD. Note that there are no direct contacts between RecB and RecD in this initiation complex.
RecD Subunit
The RecD component of the RecBCD complex represents the first crystal structure of a 5Ј33Ј SF1 DNA helicase. The structure reveals three ordered domains, two of which form the tandem RecA-like fold responsible for DNA motor activity (equivalent to core domains 1A and 2A of RecB) and the third (Fig. 14) . RecD is located immediately at the exit point of the 5Ј tunnel in RecC. In this position, the 5Ј33Ј ssDNA motor is ideally located to propel the 5Ј-terminated ssDNA strand through the tunnel and on toward the nuclease domain at the rear of the enzyme. However, the 5Ј-terminated ssDNA strand in the crystal structure does not reach the RecD motor and therefore probably cannot be engaged by the RecA-like helicase domains until translocation is initiated by the RecB motor. This suggestion is supported by the observation that a mutant RecBCD enzyme containing an inactive RecB motor cannot initiate the unwinding of DNA substrates unless they possess short 5Ј-terminated ssDNA overhangs (88) . The optimum binding substrate for RecBCD possesses 10 nucleotides on the 5Ј-terminated DNA strand (319) . This suggests that the RecD helicase binds several nucleotides, as is expected for an SF1 DNA helicase (257) . The RecD subunit may be required to position the RecB nuclease domain in an active state, thereby explaining the very low nuclease activity observed in the RecBC complex. There is no direct contact between RecD and RecB evident in the structure. However, the binding of ATP to RecD or its engagement with ssDNA could cause the small movement that could result in a direct interaction between the two, which would explain the regulation of nuclease activity by RecD; alternatively, the regulation could be indirect via structural changes mediated through RecC.
RecBCD Holoenzyme
By revealing the relative positions of its functional domains, the crystal structure of RecBCD contributes a key piece to the puzzle of the RecBCD enzyme mechanism. In particular, the location of a putative Chi-scanning site between the RecB motor and the RecB nuclease domain suggests a simple minimal model for the nuclease polarity switch at Chi (Fig. 15A) . Before Chi is recognized, the enzyme translocates along the DNA duplex with both nascent single strands of DNA being fed through the tunnels in RecC and exiting at the rear of the enzyme close to the RecB nuclease domain (Fig. 15B ). Rapid and processive DNA translocation is powered by the bipolar ssDNA motors located in the RecB and RecD subunits. The RecD motor is faster, resulting in the formation of a small ssDNA loop ahead of RecB (288) . The nascent 3Ј-terminated single strand is positioned favorably for nucleolytic degrada- (223) . However, these residues are poorly conserved in RecD, do not resemble a canonical motif 1a, and do not occupy a similar position to the motif 1a of other SF1 helicases. The upper patch of residues (L201 to A208) represents a strongly conserved region that occupies a position similar to that of motif 1a of other SF1 helicases.
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on February 21, 2013 by PENN STATE UNIV http://mmbr.asm.org/ Downloaded from tion and is cut frequently. The 5Ј-terminated strand only occasionally accesses the nuclease active site, and accordingly, it is cut rather less frequently. Note that even though the single strands of DNA would be presented to the nuclease active site from opposite sides, their geometries in the active site may be identical because they are in an antiparallel orientation as they exit the enzyme.
As the enzyme translocates, the 3Ј-terminated strand is continually passed through the Chi-scanning site formed by the helicase-like domains of RecC (22, 124) . When a Chi sequence enters this recognition domain, it has a finite probability of being successfully recognized. It was suggested that the recognition of the Chi sequence is manifest as the tight binding of the Chi sequence before it exits the RecC tunnel and the prevention of its escape toward the nuclease domain (Fig. 15C ) (58, 256) . The tight binding of the Chi sequence would prevent further translocation of the 3Ј-terminated tail into the nuclease domain and, thereby, ensure a final cleavage event near Chi (291) . This final cleavage at Chi is reinforced by the pause that accompanies Chi recognition (120, 267) . The upregulation of degradation of the 5Ј-terminated strand may simply reflect the lack of competition from the bound 3Ј-terminated strand, or the slower translocation of the RecBCD enzyme after Chi recognition may also contribute to this effect (267) . Alternatively, Chi recognition may produce a conformational change in the enzyme that assists in the nuclease polarity switch by repositioning the nuclease domain toward the 5Ј ssDNA exit site. The location of a Chi-scanning site immediately behind the RecB motor neatly explains the observation that the RecD motor is dispensable for Chi recognition, whereas the RecB motor is essential (268) . If the RecB motor is inactivated, the Chi sequence cannot easily pass through to the scanning site for recognition, likely because in the absence of the ATP hydrolysis-induced changes in RecB structure and DNA affinity, the ssDNA remains relatively stably bound to one conformation. Indeed, electron microscopic analysis shows that the mutation of the RecB motor impedes the movement of ssDNA through the subunit (288) .
Following Chi recognition, the enzyme continues to translocate (Fig. 15C) . Because the Chi sequence remains bound to RecC for some time, an ssDNA loop is produced downstream of Chi on the 3Ј-terminated strand. Evidence for the presence of such a loop has been provided by single-molecule analysis (267) . The formation of the ssDNA loop is apparently not an essential aspect of RecBCD function because the RecBC enzyme does not form an ssDNA loop (288) , and it is both recombination proficient (7) and a constitutive RecA loader (66) ; rather, the formation of the ssDNA loop reflects the underlying longer-lived Chi-RecC subunit interaction that mediates the Chi-induced enzymatic changes in RecBCD. RecA loading involves the nuclease domain of RecB, which would need to be released from the surface of RecC following Chi recognition to expose the RecA interaction surface (270) . This structural change would permit interaction with RecA and the subsequent deposition of RecA prenuclei on the growing ssDNA loop (270) . The nucleation of a RecA filament requires up to four to five monomers (108) that could be delivered by RecB in one step or that could be transiently stabilized by RecB. Successful nucleation would promote the growth of the nucleoprotein filament required for DNA strand exchange. Finally, because the unwound ssDNA is produced in the 3Ј35Ј direction but net RecA polymerization is 5Ј33Ј (230) , nucleoprotein filament assembly must necessarily be discontinuous (66) . The frequency of nucleation by RecB is unknown, but the stimulatory distance over which Chi affects recombination is at least 10 kb (213). 
Mutants of the RecBCD Enzyme
The crystal structure and proposed mechanism of RecBCD provide a framework for an understanding of the behavior of mutant RecBCD proteins (see reference 4). In the case of the RecB subunit, many of the mutations occur in the helicase motifs ( Fig. 9B and 16 ) and would be expected to reduce the translocation activity of the RecB motor to various extents. Indeed, site-specific mutagenesis of the conserved Walker A motif lysine (helicase motif 1) in RecB (K29) and RecD (K177) to a glutamine demonstrated its need for ATP hydrolysis, DNA unwinding, and translocation in each subunit (61, 87, 133, 151, 153, 155, 266, 268, 288) . Many mutations in recB that were identified in genetic screens, recB2109 (T807I), recB2152 (T807I), recB2154 (R800C), and recB2155 (R794C), contain mutations in or near the highly conserved residues that form helicase motif 6 (S. K. Amundsen and G. R. Smith, personal communication) (4, 23) . Studies of related SF1 helicases demonstrate that this motif is involved in ATP hydrolysis and in coupling ATP hydrolysis to DNA translocation (116, 117, 264) . The mutants are recombination deficient and lack detectable Chi-dependent cleavage activities. Likewise, the purified RecB2109CD enzyme has helicase and nuclease activities, but the nuclease activity is aberrant in that the 3Ј-terminated ssDNA is not degraded. The mutant also does not respond to Chi and, hence, does not load the RecA protein onto ssDNA, resulting in very poor joint-molecule formation in vitro (23, 95, 96) . These observations are all consistent with a specific loss or reduction in the RecB motor activity that is required for both translocation of the 3Ј-terminated ssDNA and delivery of the Chi sequence to its recognition domain within the RecC subunit of the complex. The residual activities of the RecB2109CD enzyme likely result from RecD motor activity. recB344 (A68V) contains a mutation in helicase motif 1a of RecB (S. K. Amundsen and G. R. Smith, personal communication), which is known to be involved in the binding and translocation of ssDNA by SF1 helicases (86) . This "Tex-class" mutant retains helicase-nuclease activity but is only partially defective for Chi-dependent activities (191) , probably because the RecB motor retains partial function.
In the RecC subunit, several mutations map at or near the FIG. 16 . Mutants of the RecBCD enzyme. The crystal structure of RecBCD is shown, with the main chains of RecB, RecC, and RecD shown in red/magenta, blue/cyan/grayish blue, and green, respectively. The DNA is shown in orange. This color coding is essentially the same as that described in the legend of Fig. 8 , as is the orientation of the structure. Note that the RecC backbone is shown in three different shades of blue. The light blue/gray section represents residues 981 to 1084; deletion from the C terminus to within this region yields the "double-dagger" phenotype. The cyan section represents residues 790 to 922; further deletion from the C terminus to within this region yields the "dagger" phenotype. The remainder of RecC is dark blue. The locations of other individual amino acids that are mutated in several well-studied recBCD alleles are indicated by labeled surface representations of the wild-type residues shown in black. The "RecC1004" region (shown in orange) defines residues in the partial frameshift mutation that resulted in an altered specificity of Chi recognition. The "RecB motif 6" region includes R794, R800, Y803, V804, and T807. See the text for details of the phenotypes and/or in vitro enzyme properties associated with each mutation.
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Chi recognition tunnel, as defined by the recC1004 mutant (22, 124) (Fig. 16) . The recC2145 allele (R186H/G304S) contains two amino acid substitutions, which lie in subdomains 1B and 1A of RecC, respectively (S. K. Amundsen and G. R. Smith, personal communication). This complex retains helicase-nuclease activity but is defective for Chi-dependent activities and recombination, consistent with an inability to recognize Chi (4). RecBC1004D, a member of the recC* class of mutations (248) , is a well-studied partial frameshift mutant that causes the substitution of amino acid residues between positions 647 and 655 (Fig. 12B , black surface, and 16, orange residues) (21, 22, (122) (123) (124) . These are surface residues at the interface of domains 2A and 2B of RecC that form part of the proposed Chi-scanning tunnel (256) . This mutant is partially recombination proficient but displays reduced Chi recognition efficiency and altered Chi specificity (21, 22, 124) ; consequently, its ability to participate in DNA pairing is reduced but can be rescued by a hyperactive mutant RecA protein (122) . Other alleles of the recC* class, recC1001 and recC1003, have frameshifts that result in similar, though not identical, mutant proteins, which likely recognize different variants of the canonical Chi sequence (22) . Similarly, recC343 (P666L), a member of the "Tex class" of mutants (191) , contains a defect at the surface of the Chi-scanning site ( Fig. 16 ) (Amundsen and Smith, personal communication). Accordingly, it displays a reduced stimulation of recombination by the Chi sequence. In some cases, mutations affect the formation of the RecBCD complex. For example, the recC1010 (G905E) mutation maps to the surface of the RecC "nuclease-like" domain that packs against RecC domain 2B (Fig. 12A and 16) (9) . Thus, this point mutation indirectly prevents RecD from associating with RecBC (9) and results in the "double-dagger" ( ‡) phenotype: recombination proficiency that is independent of Chi and the absence of nuclease activities (55) . These properties are shared by RecBC (⌬recD) and by C-terminal RecC deletions that prevent the binding of RecD to RecBC (9) . Deletion analysis revealed that at least 4 amino acids at the C terminus are required to maintain the interaction with RecD and that the removal of the C terminus from residue 1084 to as far as residue 981 eliminates RecD binding; deletions that were more N terminal than residue 678 resulted in a recBCD null phenotype (9) . The definition of a region comprising residues 981 to 1084 as being essential to the RecC-RecD interaction is consistent with the crystal structure (256) (Fig. 16 , light grayish blue region).
Further genetic dissection of the C-terminal region of the RecC subunit led to the discovery of a new class of RecBCD mutants, designated the "dagger" ( †) class (5) . Phenotypically, the prototypic member of this class, the recC1041 allele, is recombination proficient, defective for nuclease activity, and partially responsive to Chi. Reexamination of the RecC deletion set revealed that the † class comprised a subset of the original ‡ class: further removal of the C terminus to residue 922 (200 residues), or to as far as residue 790 (332 residues), results in the † phenotype (residues 790 to 922) (Fig. 16, cyan  region) . A distinguishing feature of the † class is their responsiveness to Chi, a property that normally requires RecD function (5, 9) . Thus, the † class differs from the ‡ class, which fails to respond to Chi and fails to interact with RecD (9) . A likely interpretation of this difference is that the † class of mutants is only partially defective in their interaction with RecD, perhaps due to indirect effects since there are no known contacts between RecD and the remaining region of RecC. The low hotspot activity of Chi is likely a consequence of a mixture of Chi-independent (i.e., RecBC1041) and Chi-dependent (i.e., RecBC1041D) recombination (5) . Preliminary biochemical analyses failed to detect RecD (Ͻ3%) in the mutant enzyme, but processing of dsDNA with a Chi site in vitro produced a trace amount of Chi-containing ssDNA (5) . However, the yield of Chi-containing ssDNA produced by the mutant enzyme preparation was only about 0.01% of the amount produced by the wild-type enzyme, leaving open the possibility that Chispecific fragments are the result of a trace amount of the RecBC1041D enzyme (5) . The contribution of contaminating holoenzyme to DNA processing would be exacerbated by the 250-fold-greater affinity of RecBCD for DNA than that of RecBC (5) . Collectively, these RecD interaction-defective mutants, which are almost devoid of nuclease activity, reveal that the elimination of nuclease activity by mutation (or attenuation of the wild-type enzyme by interactions with Chi) is necessary but insufficient for recombination function. Importantly, because the resultant RecBC enzymes are constitutive for RecA loading, they show that RecA loading is also essential to recombination (10, 13, 17, 23, 66, 67) .
Another interesting nuclease-deficient mutant is the RecB (D1080A)CD enzyme, which is mutated not in the RecB motor domain but rather in its nuclease domain ( Fig. 11 and 16 ). The holoenzyme is defective in recombination, whereas the RecB (D1080A)C enzyme is proficient, showing the same characteristics as the RecBC enzyme. As expected from the mutation of a conserved residue in the single nucleolytic site, the purified enzyme lacks nuclease activity; however, it is a processive helicase (13) . The processing of dsDNA by RecB(D1080A)CD produces only intact ssDNA and no Chi-specific ssDNA products. Nonetheless, the enzyme can recognize the Chi sequence because it is reversibly inactivated by Chi, but RecB (D1080A)CD cannot coordinate the loading of RecA. Thus, even though the mutant enzyme can recognize Chi, the recognition event cannot be transmitted into the conformation change that is required to load RecA (13) . Thus, RecB (D1080A)CD also reveals RecA loading as an essential recombination function of RecBCD. Furthermore, since RecB (D1080A)C is recombinationally proficient, the conformational change required for loading must be possible when RecD is absent (10) . Although the basis for the failure of RecB (D1080A)CD to load RecA is not known, the structure of RecBCD offers an interesting hypothesis (M. R. Singleton, M. S. Dillingham, S. C. Kowalczykowski, and D. B. Wigley, unpublished results). To load RecA, the nuclease domain of RecB is postulated to swing free of its docking site on RecC (270) . However, if the 3Ј strand were to enter inside the ringlike RecB nuclease domain prior to exiting the enzyme, then the nuclease/RecA-loading domain could be topologically trapped by the ssDNA since it is not being degraded in the nuclease-deficient mutant. This domain would not be able to swing free, and the loading of RecA would be prevented. It remains to be determined whether this proposition can explain the defect of RecB(D1080A)CD.
Just as for the RecB motor, a mutation of motif 1 in RecD(K177Q) eliminates ATPase and helicase activity (87, (268) . The nuclease-and Chi-dependent behavior of the RecBCD(K177Q) enzyme is in distinct contrast to the enzyme lacking RecD, RecBC, that was discussed above. However, the two RecD motor-defective enzymes, RecBCD (K177Q) and RecBC, display comparably reduced processivities and rates of ATP hydrolysis and dsDNA unwinding (88, 151, 152, 154) . Thus, the RecD subunit has a largely dispensable motor activity, but it is required for both nuclease activity and the manifestation of Chi-dependent regulation. The RecBCD structure and mechanism illustrate how nature can develop complex reaction mechanisms via the mixing and matching of functional protein domains into multifunctional molecular machines. The integration of genetic, biochemical, biophysical, and structural analyses is finally revealing the interrelated functions of this machine. We can now understand why mutations in the RecB motor affect Chi recognition: it is not because RecB is involved in the recognition process directly but, rather, because it translocates the Chicontaining ssDNA to the recognition site in RecC. The RecC subunit is revealed structurally as a defunct helicase that has been adapted to function uniquely as a "scanning head" to read a specific sequence in the form of ssDNA. Finally, the RecD subunit is not the nuclease subunit but, rather, is a second dispensable motor subunit that is needed to regulate the nuclease activity, which resides in, of all places, a separate domain tethered to the RecB motor. Individually, each subunit is a poor ATPase, helicase, or nuclease, but together, they comprise a remarkably complex piece of regulatable biological engineering. In fact, there are other examples of helicasetranslocase domains acting in concert with nuclease domains (25, 46, 146, 199, 217) . Moreover, helicase domains are often found in complexes with a range of other DNA modification activities including primase, topoisomerase, and methylase. It will be of interest to unveil the relevant protein architectures to see how these activities are coupled to produce new functionality.
THE AddAB FAMILY OF HELICASE-NUCLEASE ENZYMES Primary Structure and Phylogeny
The canonical RecBCD-like helicase-nucleases are found in gram-negative bacteria. An alternative class of enzymes, the AddAB family (also referred to as RexAB), was originally thought to fulfill the same break-processing function in a restricted niche of gram-positive bacteria (57, 59, 60, 101, 118) . However, AddAB-type complexes are now appreciated to be more prevalent, having also been found widely in the proteobacteria (3, 203, 234, 328) . Like RecBCD, the AddAB enzyme is implicated in recombinational repair, and the inactivation of either subunit renders cells sensitive to DNA damage and reduces viability. The suggestion that AddAB-like enzymes are functional analogues of RecBCD is strongly supported by the observation that the DNA repair defects of a ⌬recBCD E. coli strain can be partially rescued by the heterologous expression of Bacillus subtilis AddAB or Lactococcus lactis RexAB (101, 149, 207) .
As the name suggests, the AddAB (ATP-dependent DNase) enzyme is thought to function as a heterodimer. The AddA subunit is clearly homologous to RecB, containing an N-terminal SF1 helicase domain and a C-terminal nuclease domain (Fig. 17) . However, the AddB subunit is not a clear homologue of either the RecC or the RecD protein. Interestingly, primary sequence analysis suggests weak homology at the extreme N terminus to the SF1 DNA helicases, of which both RecB and RecD are members, and an apparently intact Walker A motif (equivalent to helicase motif 1) is also found in this region. Weak homology to RecC is also detected over a separate and more central segment of the N-terminal region, and well-characterized nuclease motifs suggest the presence of another nuclease domain at the C terminus of AddB. Thus, AddB has a domain architecture that is unique but somewhat resembles a hybrid of the RecB and RecC proteins.
Biochemical Analysis of AddAB
Remarkably, although the RecBCD and AddAB enzymes possess an altogether different primary structure arrangement (Fig. 4 and 17) , they catalyze a similar (but not identical) processing reaction involving Chi-regulated helicase and nuclease activities (57) (Fig. 3) . The specific sequence that acts to attenuate the 3Ј-strand-specific exonuclease activity of Bacillus subtilis AddAB (Chi Bs ) differs from that of E. coli and is only 5 bp in length (5Ј-AGCGG-3Ј). The presence of alternative Chi sequences in different organisms has led to the suggestion that the helicase-nuclease activity and unique Chi sequences have coevolved in different bacterial species (59, 227) . A further difference in the reaction mechanism is that DNA cleavage before Chi is symmetric: the 3Ј-and 5Ј-terminated nascent ssDNA strands are cleaved with similar frequencies. Modification of the nuclease activity by Chi simply shuts off the 3Ј strand cleavage activity rather than "switching" polarity, as observed for RecBCD-like enzymes (57) . The observation of FIG. 17 . Primary structure of the AddAB enzyme. The AddA protein (yellow) is structurally homologous to RecB; the N-terminal domain contains seven motifs (numbered) characteristic of SF1 helicases, and the C-terminal domain contains nuclease motifs. The position of a putative catalytic aspartate residue is marked "Nuc." The AddB protein (magenta) shows weak homology to UvrD-like SF1 DNA helicases (which include RecB and AddA) and to the RecC protein in the regions indicated. A Walker A motif involved in the binding and hydrolysis of NTP, and equivalent to helicase motif 1, is found at the extreme N terminus. Nuclease motifs equivalent to those found in RecB and AddA are present toward the C terminus. The total number of amino acids (aa) in each polypeptide is indicated in parentheses.
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on February 21, 2013 by PENN STATE UNIV http://mmbr.asm.org/ symmetric DNA cleavage and the presence of two nuclease domains in AddAB have led to the attractive hypothesis that each nuclease domain is exclusively responsible for the cleavage of one ssDNA strand (57, 59, 226, 227) . Experiments with the RexAB enzyme (a Lactococcus lactis AddAB homologue) confirmed that both nuclease domains are active in vivo (226) . Recent work on Bacillus subtilis AddAB demonstrated that each nuclease domain is dedicated to the cleavage of just one DNA strand (AddA cleaves the 3Ј strand, and AddB cleaves the 5Ј strand) and that the generation of Chi-specific fragments requires the AddA, but not the AddB, nuclease domain (323) . It is unclear whether or not the AddAB enzyme employs a bipolar DNA translocation mechanism. Only one clear set of SF1 helicase motifs is present in the primary structure, which suggests that the AddAB enzyme translocates along DNA with a "conventional" single-motor mechanism. Perhaps the shorter and more frequent Chi sequences that are recognized by AddAB are less demanding in terms of the enzyme's processivity. However, the presence of an intact Walker A motif (equivalent to helicase motif 1) near the N terminus of the AddB subunit implies that AddB may also bind and/or hydrolyze ATP. This putative ATPase activity and its role in the enzyme mechanism remain to be rigorously investigated. An interesting feature of AddAB-dependent DNA processing is that the enzyme forms a highly stable (half-life of ϳ15 min) nucleoprotein complex at Chi (58, 323) . This observation is consistent with a mechanism for Chi recognition in which the translocating AddAB enzyme binds tightly to Chi on the 3Ј-terminated strand and prevents its access to the nuclease domain. Importantly, this mechanism is in accord with the Chiscanning and binding hypothesis proposed on the basis of the RecBCD crystal structure. AddAB-dependent recombination in Bacillus subtilis is a less prominent pathway than is that of its E. coli (RecBCD) counterpart, and several degenerate pathways for the initiation of homologous recombination from DSBs exist (104, 145) . A previously reported interaction between AddB and the ScpA subunit of the Bacillus structural maintenance of chromosomes (SMC) complex hints that AddAB may play a specialized role in the repair of dsDNA ends generated by disrupted replication forks (84) . The SMC complex is involved in the segregation and compaction of the bacterial nucleoid at cell division and is localized to the same region of dividing cells as is the replisome (180) . The cell has a limited spatial and temporal window in which to repair collapsed replication forks by homologous recombination because the nascent daughter chromosomes are rapidly separated following replication. Therefore, an interaction between AddAB and SMC may serve to recruit AddAB at the right place and time to fulfill its breakprocessing role. This would tie in nicely with the observation that Chi sequences are oriented toward the origin of replication and with the current view of RecBCD/AddAB performing an evolutionarily conserved and essential function in support of chromosome duplication. In this respect, it is of particular interest that bacilli were recently shown to possess an active nonhomologous end joining pathway (311) , which could act to repair DSBs in the absence of a homologous donor, when the homologous recombination pathway is unable to operate.
UNRESOLVED QUESTIONS
The bacterial RecBCD enzyme illustrates principles of modularity in the design of complex enzyme mechanism. However, some aspects of this mechanism remain poorly understood. Although recent work on the Chi recognition mechanism of AddAB family enzymes supports the allosteric Chi binding hypothesis presented above, further support from mutational analysis, guided by the crystal structure, is desirable. If the Chi sequence is held bound in the RecC scanning tunnel and the RecB motor remains active after Chi recognition, then it is not clear where the resulting ssDNA loop would emerge from the enzyme complex, although the RecB/RecC interface is a probable location. Furthermore, the conformational change that accompanies Chi recognition is not known. Crystal structures with specific and nonspecific ssDNA bound in the relevant site would be particularly helpful in resolving these issues. Because Chi is recognized during translocation, producing a structurally homogenous preparation of the Chi-modified RecBCD enzyme is technically challenging. However, given the paucity of structures involving sequence-specific ssDNA recognition, it may prove to be particularly rewarding. The fact that RecBCD mutants with altered Chi recognition specificities, as well as RecBCD analogues which bind alternative Chi sequences, exist suggests that this system may provide valuable insights into these fundamental sequence-specific ssDNA-protein interactions.
There is currently no consensus on the translocation step size, and the crystal structure provides no obvious basis for the 3-to 4-base kinetic step size and only a wishful suggestion that the arm is involved in the large 23-base physical step size. However, the step size issue seems likely to yield to everimproving single-molecule techniques (1) or structural analysis of complexes with nonhydrolyzable nucleotide analogues bound in the helicase motor active sites.
More work is required to understand the sequence of events that occur following Chi recognition. The exact mechanism of RecA loading, the translocation status of the RecD motor subunit, the timing of the initiation of DNA strand invasion, and the manner in which the RecBCD enzyme is released from the recombinogenic DNA are all unclear. It will be of interest to determine if the AddAB enzyme is able to recruit the RecA protein to see whether the RecBCD paradigm for RecA loading extends to all bacterial helicase-nucleases.
The links between the broken DNA and the initiation of repair are not fully understood. Different types of DNA breaks, or those produced in different cellular contexts, may be optimally repaired by specialized mechanisms. If this is indeed the case, then there are likely to be regulatory mechanisms to ensure that DSBs are directed to the appropriate repair machinery. The interaction of the RecBCD enzyme with other protein partners, such as components of the replication machinery, remains a largely unexplored area of research, and this line of questioning could reveal how RecBCD-dependent recombinational repair is coordinated with the cell cycle, replication, and alternative pathways for the repair of DSBs and why a helicase as fast as the replisome is involved in the repair of DSBs that accompany normal DNA replication.
Many bacteria possess either a RecBCD-or an AddAB-like enzyme. However, there are clear examples (e.g., Deinococcus (234, 309) . It will be of considerable interest to determine the mechanisms of DSB repair in these organisms. Eukaryotic organisms are not considered to possess a RecBCD-like function (although the possibility that they do, but it is currently undiscovered, cannot be excluded). They certainly do, however, possess helicases with associated nuclease domains (25, 45, 134) . These might perform different biological functions but through a similar mechanism, demonstrating the biological utility of a combined helicase-nuclease architecture. Eukaryotic organisms do not employ restrictionmodification systems and do not deal with viral invasions in the same manner as do the Bacteria, so perhaps there was no need to maintain the remarkable but dangerous ability to control a potentially destructive nuclease for use in the template-directed repair of DNA.
